
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
12h15: Departure from Lagoon Beach Hotel 
 
 ***NO LATER THAN 12h15.PLEASE BE ON TIME*** 

 
13h00: Robben Island 

Includes: A return boat trip across Table Bay, A visit to the infamous Maximum Security  Prison, 

Interaction with an ex-political prisoner, A 45-minute bus ride with a guide providing 

commentary, The opportunity to explore the Murray's Bay Harbour precinct attractions, 

such as the Muslim shrine, or kramat, and the Museum Shop. 

Once “home” to some of South Africa’s most famous political prisoners, including Nelson 
Mandela, Robben Island is one of South Africa’s most visited tourist attractions, and rightly so.  
 
Robben Island is situated some 9km (5.5mi) offshore from Cape Town. Dubbed “Robben” (“the 
place of seals”) by Dutch settlers, the island was declared a World Heritage Site in 1999, and 
over the centuries has been used as a prison, a hospital, a mental institution, and a military base. 
It is most famous for being a political prison during apartheid, an era of racial segregation in 
South Africa, when many of South Africa’s most prominent freedom fighters spent time here. 
Nelson Mandela spent 18 years of the 27 years he was imprisoned here. 
 
 You will be guided around the island by a former political prisoner who will relay the history of 
the island, together with firsthand accounts of prison life, ensuring a personal and poignant tour. 
The tour takes you to the maximum security prison, and to Mandela’s cell in particular, which 
has been left in its original state. 
A bus takes you to the lime quarry where Mandela and his fellow prisoners did hard labour. 
Additional stopovers include the Kramat (shrine) of Tuan Guru (a Muslim leader), the Lepers’ 
Graveyard and the house where Robert Sobukwe lived in solitary confinement for nine years.  
 
Robben Island also has an interesting mix of flora and fauna and Murray Bay, the island’s small 
harbour, is home to 140 000 African penguins. 
 

* Lunch packs will be provided – delegates can choose to eat on the bus or on the boat whilst you 
travel across Table Bay to Robben Island. 
 

 
 
 
 



 

 
16h30: City Orientation 
 

This drive-through tour will introduce you to the heart of the oldest city in South Africa, 
affectionately known as the "Mother City". The city's history will be relayed to you and historic 
and important buildings will be pointed out, these may include some of the following: 
 

 The Castle of Good Hope 
One of the oldest buildings in South Africa*. It dates back to the birth of Cape Town. It is 
actually a fort rather than a castle. It was purpose built to defend the refreshment 
station at the Cape of Good Hope (not Cape Town* yet) but was never needed. 

 The Houses of Parliament 
In South Africa* the government's offices are located in Pretoria but the parliament 
buildings in Cape Town*! This dates from the unification of South Africa* in 1910. Each 
of the previously "independent" republics (Transvaal, Freestate, etc.) wanted to be the 
capital of (the union of) South Africa. The country ended up having various capitals, e.g. 
a judicial capital (Bloemfontein), an administrative capital (Pretoria) and an executive 
capital - Cape Town. 

 The Bo-Kaap 
Home to the most colourful community in Cape Town*, the Cape Malay. This mostly 
Afrikaans speaking Muslim community is today best known for their colourful houses 
and the annual music dance troup competition and parade through the city. They had a 
big influence on the development of the Afrikaans language which has its roots in Dutch 
but picked up words from among others the Malay. 

 Historic buildings in Adderley & Strand Streets 
Strand Street (Beach Street) is quite a way from the shoreline but it used to be the 
beachfront road - 350 years of development has pushed the shoreline back. Strand and 
Adderley are two of the oldest roads in Cape Town* and some of the oldest and 
historically most significant buildings are found here.  

 Noon Gun - Signal Hill 
Signal Hill gets its name from the function it still has in Cape Town's daily life. A canon on 
this hill was used to signal a greeting to approaching ships by firing a shot (before the 
advent of two-way radios). The canon would also be fired at noon to signal to ships in 
the bay and everyone in town what the time was. This tradition has been preserved and  
the gun is fired everyday at noon. The Hill also provide wonderful views of the city bowl, 
Table Mountain*, Lion's Head, Sea Point, Table Bay and Robben Island in the distance. 

 
* Subject to change due to weather, traffic and other factors beyond our control 

 
 
17h30: Signal Hill 
 

Signal Hill aka Lion's Rump (or Seinheuwel in Afrikaans), is a landmark flat-topped hill located in 
Cape Town, next to Lion's Head and Table Mountain. 
The hill is also known as "The Lion's Flank", but this term is obsolete. Together with Lion's Head, 
Signal Hill looks like a lion sphinx. 
A view of the Kramat towards Lion's Head from the Signal Hill hiking trail 
Signal flags were used to communicate weather warnings as well as anchoring instructions to 
visiting ships in order to ensure that they prepared adequately for stormy weather while in the  



 

 
bay. Similarly, ships could use flags to signal for assistance if, for example, an anchor line parted 
during a storm. 
It is known for the Noon Gun that is operated there by the South African Navy and South African 
Astronomical Observatory. In 1836, a time ball was set up at the Cape Town observatory, 
however it was not visible to ships in the harbour, so a second time ball was erected on Signal 
Hill in order to relay the precise moment of 1pm Cape Mean Time. In this way ships in the bay 
were able to check their marine chronometers.The daily practice of dropping of the ball 
continued until 1934, when it was made redundant by radio signals. 
The guns on Signal Hill were used to notify the public when a ship was in trouble and there was a 
possibility of casualties on the coast near Cape Town. Three guns would be fired from Chavonnes 
Battery, followed by a single gun in answer from Imhoff Battery. 
There is a road to the summit and that vantage point provides spectacular views over Cape Town 
and surroundings, especially at dawn or sunset. Along Signal Hill Road one can also find the 
Appleton Scout Campsite owned and operated by the South African Scout Association. 
Signal Hill is one of the only places in the world where critically endangered Peninsula Shale 
Renosterveld vegetation can be found. Peninsula Shale Renosterveld used to be the dominant 
ecosystem of the Cape Town City Bowl, but was completely endemic - occurring nowhere else in 
the world. 
Urban growth has now covered most of this ecosystem and - along with a tiny patch on Devil's 
Peak - Signal Hill has the only surviving sample of this vegetation in the world. 

 
 

 
 
18h15: V & A Waterfront 
 

Situated at the foot of Table Mountain, within a stone’s throw from the Cape Town Stadium and 
in the heart of Cape Town’s working harbour, the V&A Waterfront offers the visitor an 
abundance of unforgettable experiences.  
Indoor shopping and entertainment venues seamlessly merge with ocean vistas and mountain 
views and the fresh sea breeze and warm African sun add zest to a cosmopolitan, vibrant 
atmosphere.  
More than 80 restaurants bring a fusion of international food, from rustic al fresco fish and chips 
to starched table-cloth cuisine. Come and spend the day with us – there is just so much to do, so 
much to discover. 
 
** Should you wish to stay longer to shop, dine or just explore – please make arrangements 
with the Hotel Front Desk for hotel complimentary shuttle.  (*subject to availability) – or 
private shuttle at your own account. 

 

 
 
19h15: Return to Hotel 


